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A GOOD SEASON TO ALL, LET THE FESTIVAL BEGIN !
Stefano Manzi - Coordination Clubs Cesena
For the Italian Federation of Soccer Supporters Clubs [FISSC]
Football is the world’s most beautiful game : one of the commercials used and abused we hear time and time again
for years, and on which it is possible to gather the most disparate and often conflicting views, but that, in spite of
everything, apparently seems a basic assumption difficult to refute. Limiting our vision to our affairs, its out of
question the fact that from time immemorial, this sport eniven the dreams, hopes and discussions of the Italians
who, crisis or well being, optimism or dispair, continue to follow it with great attention and participation.
Unfortunately, however, the season which has just ended a few months ago has put the boundless passion of Italian
fans to the limits : yet another episode of a betting scandal has questioned results acquired on the field; the flight
abroad of many stars has depleted of talent our championship; the inevitable refereeing mistakes have helped to
poison the atmosphere further. A complicated moment in the history of italian football which yes has enjoyed a
positive parenthesis in the occasion of the European Championships, but that still has to deal and solve a multitude
of problems. From where to restart the new season which is at the gates ?
The answer is as simple as it is obvious ! The passion of the persons, sportsmen and sportwomen, of the fans is a
cultural heritage of our country on which we can always count and is the corner stone on which all the football
movement is founded. What would football be without the fans ? What other event would be able to get on the
streets and in squares thousands of rejoicing persons ? On what will the discussions be in the bars, in our
workplaces and in public places if there was not that rolling ball that at times softens the hardships of life and other
times afflicts the spirit ? It is undeniable that the fans are the soul of football and even if they have not always
received the respect they merit, there is no doubt that they will be ready once again to give their support at the start of a new season.
But who is the real fan, how to recognize him ? Here are a few hints. The team of the heart has begun its pre-season training in a pleasant mountain resort and dispute mini-matches with improbable
local representatives : an event apparently insignificant to all, but not for the one who impatiently begins to recognize the faces of the new signings and the various playing methods used by the new
mister. The club sells the best players and replace them with unknown youngsters thereby making virtue out of necessity : well, he grumbles but then runs to subscribe to the usual season ticket, not
only an entry title to the stadium, but a dent on the skin that year after year updates the history of his own passion and loyalty to his team. Priceless the summer suggestions : in July the confidence
pervades the city and even in the most difficult situations there is one who awaits for a season to remember and then then patience if the reality is different, however he never gives up to continue giving
his support to the team. All this and more is the valuable resource of our football world that cannot and must not be wasted, indeed we must strive to ensure that the fans are among the first priorities
to consider.
Thus we are almost there, on a new season is at the gates and the festival is about to begin. Our feast, that of the fans who travel through Italy in the wake of their great love to encourage their team,
give their support and, when necessary, even critise; that of those who firmly believe that all should be opponents on the field but friends outside; that of all those who are organized in clubs to share
with friends both joys and sorrows.
From north to south, from serie A to 3^ category, a good season to all, let the festival begin!
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The Front Page : Good Season to all, Let the Festival Begins / Current News : A story of a denunciation that Italy does not like; The Lower House approves the bill on stadiums; Stadiums : The average
spectators ? A great suffering in respect to Europe; Stadiums : The average spectators ? A great suffering in respect to Europe; Third-party ownership players impact on Financial Fair Play rules; Supporter
Liason Officer : a few know what it is, but it’s compulsory! / The Fixtures : All tthe fixtures from Serie A to Serie D of the teams of the Centres affiliated / Around Italy with FISSC : A trip in the cities of the
fans members of the Federation - A visit to Como and Ravenna / The Fans Corner : News fron the Co-ordination Centres.
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A story of a denunciation that Italy does not like….
Source : Bauscia Café
Its not a headline news. At least not in Italy. Simone Farina, former player of Gubbio
[former because now he is without a team], after being praised with bombastic
words by the same media that today seem worried only on how many months of
disqualification will some of the characters involved in the calcioscommesse will
serve [of the most who cares], has gone now unnoticed.
”I hope that more and more italian clubs decided to invest more and more in the
youth sectors which can be a reply to present soccer financial problems and that can
balance bugets.

Its to the credit of Roma’s youth sector if I have become a

professional football player”. The were the words of the oath he read on the
occassion of the Coppa Carnevale in Viareggio, last February of this year.
On 25 May, as reported on the blog Bauscia Café [no, I fear that no other newspaper
has written in a concerned and serious manner], Simone Farina, invited to the FIFA congress in Budapest, has become FIFA Ambassador and has come to know
the top management of Interpol [in particular Ronald K. Noble].
Finally, the epilogue, in July. Interpol-FIFA invited Farina to London. On that occasion he was contacted by Aston Villa. Most probably he will teach football
and ethics to its youth sectors. Yes, you have understood me well. Here in Italy we just do nothing. A walk through Coverciano in the name of ethics and then
everything is back to normal. Abroad persons like him are looked for and once found are strictly kept in high esteem. We are left to take care about all the rest.
The disgust of the calcioscommesse, the bargaining to try and get a minor sentence, two wounded that dont make a death man. Pity. Really its a shame.
Sabine Bertagna
fcinter1908
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The Lower House approves the bill on stadiums, which now pass on to
the Senate...
article taken from www.tifosobilanciato.it
“This very important measure of parliamentary initiative, which has found my convinced and concrete support, will allow to initiate the
realization of new plants for both soccer and other sports, without producing any additional burden for the public finances”. The
Minister for Regional Affairs, Tourism and Sport, Piero Gnudi, expressed deep satisfaction for the approval by the Culture Committee
of the lower house of parliament on the bill on stadiums and sport centers. “I want to thank – continues the minister – all the
members who have contributed positively to the approval of this bill, which will allow the country to develop a modern and secure
infrastructure, generating volumes of important investments through the mobilization of private capital. This bill will now pass to
Palazzo Madama and I am sure that the sensitivity of the senators will allow a rapid process for its final approval”.
“I am very satisfied with the Commission’s bill on stadiums which now finally passes for the examination of the Senate. As from today the possibilty to construct ones own
stadium becomes a more possible reality for football clubs and for private entrepreneurs”. So affirmed Claudio Barbaro of Fli – “The measure discharged, although
perfectible, has the merit of not having altered the pre-existing regulatory framework, blending itself to this framework and using the town planning lever as a stimulus to
facilitate the construction of new sports facilities in compliance with the established landscape constraints. This measure is the result of a virtuous work of all parties from
starting from Futuro e Libertà who had always supported the bill, convinced of the possibilty of positively linking both public and private interest”.
“The bill on stadiums, unanimously passed today, in its legislative process by the Culture Commission of the lower house is a balanced bill that takes into account the needs
of streamlining and simplification of the works without giving up anything regarding the guarantees of the saveguarding of the land, architectural constraints,
hydrogeological and urban planning”. Thus commented Giovanni Lolli, exponent of the Pd and member of the Agricultural Commission of the lower house.
“The bill, that now will have to go back to the Senate for its second reading, is based on a modern conception of great sports facilities, open to the city, that attract private
capital, which produce resources and added value to the community, that will align to the most important European models and will permit the local authorities to invest in
sport for all the members of the community”. ”It is a great step foward – he continued – and a personal satisfaction because this first goal is the result of a collective work
skill, organizations, and political forces which, started under my previous experience as parliamentary secretary to the Ministry of sport and youth policies, has continued
together with Senator Butti with whom we have deposited the drawing of the bill from which started the discussion and the confrontation that led to this result”.
“The approval by the Culture Commission of the lower house on the bill on stadiums is a decisive step towards the conclusion of a complex process that will provide the
country a tool to acquire modern and efficient sports facilities, in line with the best European standards and for the clubs a bill which through private investement, will allow
them to increase revenues and improve their budges”. So declared in a note the Hon. Rocco Crimi (Pdl). “I want to thank – continued Crimi – the new government and
Minister Gnudi, who has supported the measure and continued in the path which was traced by the former Berlusconi government with whom I had commited myself to go
ahead with this initiative, and all the parliamentary forces that have allowed a further improvement of the bill, finally unanimously approved in legislation. We will work
intensly to ensure that the Senate will be able to approve it definitively by the end of the year”.
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The updated numbers of Italian Football...
article taken from www.tifosobilanciato.it
On the site “Giornalettismo” were published two tables drawn
from ‘Italia Oggi’ with the updated situation of the teams which
took part in Serie A last season. It deals with the financial
statements as at 30.06.2011 for most of the teams, with the
exception of those clubs which close their financial year at 31
December of each year [Genoa and Milan, are in that list] for which
the data is more updated. Here is the text and the tables :
<< At the end of each season, in fact, the economic deficits is
growing at double speed. We have gone from -649 milion euros in
2008, to -1,2 billion euros [2009], up to arrive, in 2010, to the figure
«monster» of -1,6 billion. In comparison with the last two years,
according to data from Uefa [the European governing body] club
revenues of 58 european leagues have grown up from 12 to 12,8
billion, but, in parallel, expenses have sketched on high: from 13,3 to
14,4 billion. A chasm difficult to contain, also because the 52% of the
clubs declared a worsening of the budget and the incidence of
salaries on corporate revenues is more then 64%. Management
levels no longer sustainable, especially in times of crisis. >>
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Stadiums : The average spectators ? A great suffering in respect to
Europe...
by Riccardo Fusato [Corriere della Sera]

CDS - MILAN - 13 Jul 2012 : The objective is clear : repopulate
the stadiums, restore to society a source of revenue that in
time has withered due to ugly, uncomfortable and insecure
stadiums. The figures from this point of view are merciless.
The average-spectators not later then fifteen years ago, was
31,161 spettatori; in the season 2010/2011 the Serie A stood just
above 23 thousand, miles away from the Bundesliga [42,665],
Premier [35,294] and rather far away from the Liga [28.221]. If
then the comparison is focused on club level, the risult is even
more starking : Borussia Dortmund, the German club which
most populate its own stadium, had an average of 79,151
spectators, Manchester United of 75,109, Barcellona of 79,268
and Inter «just» 52,788.
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Third-party ownership players impact on Financial Fair
Play rules...
Source : BBC Sport

The purchase of third-party ownership players is widespread in South America and is gaining ground in some European countries (Portugal has been used extensively and there
are also examples in Spain).
Some non football companies, often investment funds, purchase a percentage of a player often still young and little known, and then get a profit when accessing the same
to a richer championships (especially European ones).
The benefit to the clubs, not least for the purposes of future Financial Fair Play legislation, consists in the lower investment needed to ensure the sporting performance of the
player. This results in:

a lower financial outlay
a lower cost for depreciation in the income statement
thus generating a double benefit because it allows a greater operating income and increased availability of resources to spend.
Obviously the company knows that, at the time of any sale of the player, it will have to share the gain with other owners .
But, apart from the fact that the gain could also be a loss, this potential future reduced income is a price that may be considered reasonable by virtue of the benefits generated
in the ordinary management of the company.
One of the drawbacks of this practice, which is even forbidden in some leagues (such as the Premier League) is that non-football investors do not always ensure an adequate
level of transparency and, therefore, companies that promote these initiatives could hide unlawful purposes.
The other, though less obvious, is that the apparent advantages for the team that uses this system could actually turn into disadvantages, because they prevent the
management to clearly see whether the business model is set correctly, or if a cost structure really not sustainable and to be changed is maintained live only by means of a
financial nature.
Finally, just to mention the three most obvious, the interest of investment companies that invest on players to have a purely financial benefits may not be fully aligned with the
sports concept, both in the selection of the young, and also in the subsequent management: living in close contact with the football teams it could facilitate the adoption of
criteria for evaluating players unrelated to their actual value and dependent on club’s budgetary needs.
A point that may also be found in the Italian market when you look at some exchanges of ownership of young players that have little to do with a real market value.
Beyond the view that everyone will get on each other, it may be appropriate that FIFA- which now has no specific regulations on the matter – provides for the drafting of a set
of rules to be then adopted by the various National Federations to avoid unequal treatment of Club which then confronted the international competitions.
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Supporter Liason Officer : a few know what it is, but
it’s compulsory!
article taken from www.tifosobilanciato.it

One of the novelties in time which was introduced by the regulation on the Financial Fair Play was the figure of the Relations Officer to the fans [SLO –
Supporter Liason Officer]. A figure that is already considered a mandatory for some time in some Federations [Switzerland and Germany on all] but that from
the next football season 2012/2013 is one of the requirements for obtaining a UEFA license.
The UEFA License Manual [edition 2.4, released in December 2011] esplicitly states this figure, in Title III, that concerning the Organizational Policies :
The organizational structre of the club applicant for a license must provide for the presence of a figure that can serve as a reference for the fans.
The Supporter Liaison Officer could be :
a) an employee of the Club requesting the licence, or else;
b) an external consultant, delegated by the club requesting the License through a written contract.
Assignment :
The main task of the Supporter Liaison Officer is the raising of the awareness of the fans toward the sporting values [e.g., respect for one’s opponent, fair play,
anti-racism, etc...], also through initiatives of the club characterized by these values.
The Supporter Liaison Officer participates in the regular meetings organized by the club on topics regarding the relationship with the fans and must cooperate
with the Officer responsible for Security in terms of safety and security at the Stadium.
UEFA has also established a specific document in order to facilitate the spread and training of these new figures.
The document, published in 2011, is called the “UEFA Supporter Liaison Officer Handbook” and can be downloaded for the UEFA site.
The association Supporters Direct organizes training courses, called SLO Project.
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1^ Day

2^ Day

26/08/2012

13/01/2013

02/09/2012

3^ Day
20/01/2013

16/09/2012

27/01/2013

23/09/2012

03/02/2013

26/09/2012

CHIEVO

BOLOGNA

BOLOGNA

MILAN

CHIEVO

LAZIO

CAGLIARI

ROMA

CHIEVO

FIORENTIINA

UDINESE

CATANIA

GENOA

GENOA

JUVENTUS

CATANIA

NAPOLI

GENOA

GENOA

CAGLIARI

INTER

ROMA

MILAN

ATALANTA

INTER

SIENA

MILAN

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

6^ Day

5^ Day

4^ Day

Year

10/02/2013

30/09/2012

7^ Day
17/02/2013

07/10/2012

24/02/201

INTER

INTER

FIORENTINA

CATANIA

PARMA

PARMA

JUVENTUS

ROMA

CHIEVO

SAMPDORIA

CAGLIARI

PALERMO

CHIEVO

GENOA

PALERMO

MILAN

MILAN

INTER

JUVENTUS

PARMA

NAPOLI

FIORENTINA

NAPOLI

PARMA

JUVENTUS

CHIEVO

NAPOLI

LAZIO

PARMA

MILAN

SAMPDORIA

PARMA

CHIEVO

ROMA

BOLOGNA

LAZIO

GENOA

ROMA

SAMPDORIA

SAMPDORIA

NAPOLI

NAPOLI

UDINESE

PALERMO

NAPOLI

UDINESE

JUVENTUS

SIENA

UDINESE

PARMA

FIORENTINA

TORINO

UDINESE

UDINESE

GENOA

ROMA

ATALANTA

PESCARA

INTER

TORINO

INTER

UDINESE

MILAN

ROMA

CATANIA
9^ Day

8^ Day
21/10/2012

03/03/2013

28/10/2012

10^ Day
10/03/2013

31/10/2012

17/03/2013

11^ Day
04/11/2012

12^ Day

30/03/2013

11/11/2012

07/04/2013

13^ Day
18/11/2012

14/04/2013

CHIEVO

FIORENTINA

BOLOGNA

INTER

ATALANTA

NAPOLI

BOLOGNA

UDINESE

ATALANTA

INTER

CATANIA

CHIEVO

GENOA

ROMA

MILAN

GENOA

CHIEVO

PESCARA

JUVENTUS

INTER

CHIEVO

UDINESE

INTER

CAGLIARI

INTER

CATANIA

NAPOLI

CHIEVO

GENOA

FIORENTINA

MILAN

CHIEVO

GENOA

NAPOLI

NAPOLI

MILAN

JUVENTUS

NAPOLI

ROMA

UDINESE

INTER

SAMPDORIA

NAPOLI

TORINO

LAZIO

ROMA

ROMA

TORINO

LAZIO

MILAN

TORINO

PARMA

PALERMO

MILAN

PESCARA

PARMA

MILAN

FIORENTINA

SAMPDORIA

GENOA

PARMA

SAMPDORIA

PARMA

ROMA

ROMA

PALERMO

PARMA

SIENA

UDINESE

PARMA

UDINESE

PESCARA

UDINESE

CATANIA

16^ Day

15^ Day
02/12/2012

28/04/2013

09/12/2012

05/05/2013

17^ Day
16/12/2012

08/05/2013

19^ Day

18^ Day
22/12/2012

12/05/2013

06/01/2013

19/05/2013

CATANIA

MILAN

ATALANTA

PARMA

CHIEVO

ROMA

ATALANTA

UDINESE

GENOA

BOLOGNA

GENOA

CHIEVO

INTER

NAPOLI

GENOA

TORINO

BOLOGNA

PARMA

MILAN

SIENA

INTER

PALERMO

PESCARA

GENOA

LAZIO

INTER

INTER

GENOA

NAPOLI

ROMA

LAZIO

PARMA

ROMA

FIORENTINA

MILAN

PESCARA

ROMA

MILAN

PARMA

PALERMO

NAPOLI

PESCARA

SAMPDORIA

UDINESE

NAPOLI

BOLOGNA

SIENA

NAPOLI

UDINESE

INTER

SIENA

ROMA

TORINO

MILAN

PARMA

CAGLIARI

TORINO

CHIEVO

UDINESE

CAGLIARI

UDINESE

PALERMO
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14^ Day
25/11/2012

21/04/2013

ATALANTA

GENOA

CAGLIARI

NAPOLI

CHIEVO

SIENA

1^ Day

Year
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5^ Day

CESENA

30/12/2012
SASSUOLO

01/09/2012
CITTADELLA

26/01/2013
GROSSETO

3^ Day
09/09/2012
02/02/2013
CESENA
NOVARA

EMPOLI

REGGINA

HELLAS VERONA

SPEZIA

EMPOLI

SASSUOLO

LIVORNO

EMPOLI

EMPOLI

TERNANA

GROSSETO

NOVARA

VICENZA

CESENA

JUVE STABIA

VICENZA

REGGINA

MODENA

HELLAS VERONA

NOVARA

MODENA

HELLAS VERONA

NOVARA

EMPOLI

HELLAS VERONA

REGGINA

TERNANA

CESENA

MODENA

LIVORNO

SPEZIA

VICENZA

MODENA

MODENA

VARESE

VICENZA

HELLAS VERONA

VICENZA

BRESCIA

VIRTUS LANCIANO

GROSSETO

2^ Day

25/08/2012

TERNANA

PADOVA

7^ Day

6^ Day

4^ Day
15/09/2012
GROSSETO

09/02/2013
CROTONE

22/09/2012
CESENA

16/02/2013
CITTADELLA

GROSSETO

8^ Day

9^ Day

ASCOLI

23/02/2013
CESENA

29/09/2012
CESENA

26/02/2013
VARESE

BARI

02/03/2013
VICENZA

14/10/2012
CESENA

09/03/2013
CROTONE

10^ Day
20/10/2012
16/03/2013
CESENA
REGGINA

BRESCIA

MODENA

EMPOLI

BRESCIA

GROSSETO

SASSUOLO

CITTADELLA

MODENA

LIVORNO

HELLAS VERONA

GROSSETO

JUVE STABIA

HELLAS VERONA

BARI

MODENA

CESENA

EMPOLI

ASCOLI

MODENA

GROSSETO

PADOVA

EMPOLI

VICENZA

GROSSETO

PADOVA

GROSSETO

TERNANA

VICENZA

SASSUOLO

VICENZA

VIRTUS LANCIANO

MODENA

VARESE

HELLAS VERONA HELLAS VERONA
EMPOLI
VICENZA

PADOVA

VIRTUS LANCIANO

EMPOLI

VARESE

HELLAS VERONA

25/09/2012

11^ Day
19/03/2013
MODENA

BARI

GROSSETO

TERNANA

CESENA

HELLAS VERONA

VIRTUS LANCIANO CROTONE

LIVORNO
VICENZA

CESENA
CROTONE

13^ Day
03/11/2012
29/03/2013
EMPOLI
PRO VERCELLI

14^ Day
10/11/2012
06/04/2013
CESENA
BRESCIA

GROSSETO

GROSSETO

ASCOLI

CITTADELLA

VICENZA

HELLAS VERONA

HELLAS VERONA

SASSUOLO

CROTONE

EMPOLI

PADOVA

MODENA

JUVE STABIA

GROSSETO

SPEZIA

VICENZA

PADOVA

CESENA

PRO VERCELLI

MODENA

TERNANA

HELLAS VERONA

12^ Day
30/10/2012
24/03/2013
EMPOLI

27/10/2012
EMPOLI

MODENA
VARESE

06/10/2012

VICENZA
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VIRTUS LANCIANO

15^ Day
17/11/2012
13/04/2013
EMPOLI
GROSSETO
HELLAS VERONA
CESENA
MODENA
ASCOLI
VICENZA
NOVARA

24/11/2012
ASCOLI

16^ Day
16/04/2013
VICENZA

01/12/2012
BRESCIA

17^ Day
20/04/2013
HELLAS VERONA

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

18^ Day
08/12/2012
27/04/2013
CESENA
EMPOLI

19^ Day
15/12/2012
04/05/2013
EMPOLI
VICENZA

20^ Day
23/12/2012
11/05/2013
CESENA
BARI

BARI

MODENA

EMPOLI

SPEZIA

GROSSETO

PRO VERCELLI

JUVE STABIA

CESENA

CITTADELLA

EMPOLI

CESENA

SPEZIA

LIVORNO

GROSSETO

HELLAS VERONA

ASCOLI

MODENA

CROTONE

GROSSETO

REGGINA

CITTADELLA

HELLAS VERONA

MODENA

NOVARA

SASSUOLO

MODENA

PRO VERCELLI

HELLAS VERONA

HELLAS VERONA

JUVE STABIA

GROSSETO

BRESCIA

PRO VERCELLI

VICENZA

VICENZA

LIVORNO

VARESE

GROSSETO

VICENZA

MODENA

JUVE STABIA

EMPOLI

VIRTUS LANCIANO

CESENA

BARI

21^ Day
26/12/2012
18/05/2013
GROSSETO

EMPOLI

HELLAS VERONA

MODENA

SPEZIA

PRO VERCELLI

CESENA

REGGINA

VICENZA
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1^ Div.
1^ Day
02/09/2012

06/01/2013
Pool A

COMO
TREVISO

SAN MARINO
CUNEO
Pool B

PERUGIA
PISA

BENEVENTO
LATINA

1^ Div.
2^ Day
09/09/2012
13/01/2013
Pool A
V. ENTELLA
TREVISO
RIPOSA : COMO
Pool B
ANDRIA BAT.
PISA
BARLETTA
PERUGIA

1^ Div.
6^ Day
17/02/2013

14/10/2012

Pool A
LECCE
PORTOGRUARO

CREMONESE
FERALPISALÒ

PERUGIA
CARRARESE

AVELLINO
PAGANESE

Pool B

1^ Div.
11^ Day
24/03/2013
Pool A
TREVISO
TRAPANI
07/04/2013

18/11/2012
Pool B
PERUGIA
PISA

11

FROSINONE
SORRENTO

20/01/2013

23/09/2012

TRAPANI
TRITIUM

TREVISO
COMO

COMO
TREVISO

GUBBIO
BARLETTA

ANDRIA BAT.
GUBBIO

Pool B
PERUGIA
PISA

24/02/2013

21/10/2012

PERUGIA
PISA

28/10/2012

1^ Div.
12^ Day
Pool A
18/11/2012
07/04/2013
TREVISO
COMO
RIPOSA : VICENZA
02/12/2012
14/04/2013
Pool B
SORRENTO
PERUGIA
VIAREGGIO
PISA

10/03/2013
Pool A

CUNEO
TREVISO
10/03/2013

PAVIA
SUDTIROL
04/11/2012

TREVISO
COMO
17/03/2013
Pool B

Pool B
PERUGIA
PISA

PERUGIA
PISA
1^ Div.
9^ Day

03/03/2013

COMO
TRITIUM
28/10/2012

PORTOGRUARO
LECCE
Pool B

Pool A
TREVISO
COMO

03/02/2013
Pool A

1^ Div.
8^ Day

Pool B

NOCERINA
PISA

1^ Div.
4^ Day

Pool A

Pool A

COMO
TREVISO

CARPI
COMO

16/09/2012

1^ Div.
7^ Day

07/10/2012

11/11/2012

1^ Div.
3^ Day

CARRARESE
CATANZARO

1^ Div.
13^ Day
25/11/2012
14/04/2013
Pool A
COMO
CUNEO
TRITIUM
TREVISO
09/12/2012
28/04/2013
Pool B
PERUGIA
VIAREGGIO
PISA
PRATO

LATINA
PISA

PERUGIA
NOCERINA

1^ Div.
14^ Day
02/12/2012
21/04/2013
Pool A
LUMEZZANE
COMO
RIPOSA : TREVISO
16/12/2012
05/05/2013
Pool B
BENEVENTO
PISA
PRATO
PERUGIA

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

1^ Div.
5^ Day
30/09/2012
10/02/2013
Pool A
ALBINOLEFFE
TREVISO
REGGIANA
COMO
Pool B
PERUGIA
PISA

1^ Div.
10^ Day
04/11/2012
17/03/2013
Pool A
COMO
CREMONESE
TREVISO
SAN MARINO
11/11/2012
24/03/2013
Pool B
FROSINONE
PISA
PERUGIA
CATANZARO
1^ Div.
15^ Day
09/12/2012
28/04/2013
Pool A
COMO
V. ENTELLA
TREVISO
LUMEZZANE
22/12/2012
12/05/2013
Pool B
PERUGIA
PAGANESE
PISA
AVELLINO

COMO
TREVISO

2^ Div.
1^ Day
02/09/2012
06/01/2013
Pool A
FORLI
MANTOVA
MONZA
GIACOMENSE
Pool B
SALERNITANA
L’AQUILA

2^ Div.
2^ Day
09/09/2012
13/01/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
FANO A.J.
RIMINI
MONZA
Pool B
CHIETI
SALERNITANA

22/12/2012

MANTOVA
MONZA

MANTOVA
MONZA

SALERNITANA

SALERNITANA

2^ Div.
16^ Day
16/12/2012
05/05/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
ALESSANDRIA
MONZA
PRO PATRIA
Pool B
GAVORRANO
SALERNITANA
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2^ Div.
3^ Day
16/09/2012
MONZA
VALEE D’AOSTE

BASSANO V.
MANTOVA
Pool B

SALERNITANA

AVERSA

2^ Div.
4^ Day
23/09/2012
27/01/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
RENATE
SAVONA
MONZA
Pool B
ARZANESE
SALERNITANA

2^ Div.
8^ Day
24/02/2013

21/10/2012

2^ Div.
9^ Day
03/03/2013

28/10/2012

Pool A
GIACOMENSE
CASALE

Pool B
BORGO BUGGIANO

2^ Div.
12^ Day
18/11/2012
07/04/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
RIMINI
MONZA
FORLÌ
Pool B
MELFI
SALERNITANA
2^ Div.
17^ Day
22/12/2012

20/01/2013
Pool A

Pool A

2^ Div.
11^ Day
11/11/2012
24/03/2013
Pool A
ALESSANDRIA
MONZA
PRO PATRIA
MANTOVA
Pool B
SALERNITANA
APRILIA

3

2012

CARPI
REGGIANA

14/10/2012

Pool B
VIGOR LAMEZIA

2

12/05/2013

2^ Div.
7^ Day

Pool A
SAVONA
UN. VENEZIA

Jul - Sep

Pool A

2^ Div.
6^ Day
17/02/2013

Number

1^ Div.
17^ Day

1^ Div.
16^ Day
16/12/2012
05/05/2013
Pool A
ALBINOLEFFE
COMO
FERALPISALÒ
TREVISO

07/10/2012

Year

12/05/2013
Pool A

FANO A.J.
MONZA
SANTARCANGELO
MANTOVA
Pool B
SALERNITANA
TERAMO

UN. VENEZIA
VALEE D’AOSTE

MANTOVA
MONZA

MANTOVA
RENATE

SALERNITANA

SALERNITANA

Pool B
HINTERREGGIO

10/03/2013
Pool A
CASALE
MONZA
Pool B

2^ Div.
13^ Day
25/11/2012
14/04/2013
Pool A
BELLARIA IGEA M.
MANTOVA
CASTIGLIONE
MONZA
Pool B
SALERNITANA
FONDI

2^ Div.
5^ Day
30/09/2012
03/02/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
BASSANO V.
MONZA
BELLARIA IGEA M.
Pool B
SALERNITANA
FOLIGNO
2^ Div.
10^ Day
04/11/2012
17/03/2013
Pool A
MONZA
MANTOVA
Pool B
PONTEDERA
SALERNITANA

CAMPOBASSO

2^ Div.
14^ Day
02/12/2012
21/04/2013
Pool A
MANTOVA
MILAZZO
MONZA
SANTARCANGELO
Pool B
POGGIBONSI
SALERNITANA

2^ Div.
15^ Day
09/12/2012
28/04/2013
Pool A
CASTIGLIONE
MANTOVA
MILAZZO
MONZA
Pool B
SALERNITANA
MARTINA FRANCA

1^ Day
02/09/2012
06/01/2013
Group D
MEZZOLARA
REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA PIANESE A.S.D.
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
BISCEGLIE 1913
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
PUTEOLANA INTERNAPOLI
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO NISSA S.S.D. A.R.L.

5^ Day
30/09/2012
03/02/2013
Group D
ROSIGNANO SEI ROSE REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA BASTIA 1924
Group H
CALCIO POMIGLIANO C.C. DI BRINDISI
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
ARS ET LABOR GROTTAGLIE
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO RIBERA 1954
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2^ Day
09/09/2012
13/01/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
CAMAIORE CALCIO A.S.D
Group E
DERUTA S.R.L.
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA
Group H
CITTA DI POTENZA S.R.L. MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
CTL CAMPANIA
C.C. DI BRINDISI
Group I
ACIREALE CALCIO 1946 NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO

6^ Day
07/10/2012
17/02/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
FORTIS JUVENTUS 1909
Group E
AREZZO S.R.L.
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
Group I
CITTA DI MESSINA S.R.L. NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

3^ Day
16/09/2012
20/01/2013
Group D
FIDENZA S.R.L.
REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA TODI CALCIO
Group H
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
CTL CAMPANIA
NARDO CALCIO
C.C. DI BRINDISI
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO NOTO

7^ Day
14/10/2012
24/02/2013
Group D
LUCCHESE 1905 S.S.D.AR.L.
REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA PONTEVECCHIO SRL
Group H
FRANCAVILLA
C.C. DI BRINDISI
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
BISCEGLIE 1913 DONUVA
APD
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO COMPRENSORIO
MONTALTO UFF.

4^ Day
23/09/2012
27/01/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
FORMIGINE A.S.D.
Group E
CASTEL RIGONE
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
ARS ET LABOR GROTTAGLIE
MATERA CALCIO
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
Group I
AGROPOLI
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO

8^ Day
21/10/2012

03/03/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
FORCOLI 1921 VALDERA
Group E
FLAMINIA CIVITACASTELLANA SPORTING CLUB
TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
ISCHIA ISOLAVERDE A.R.L.
NARDO CALCIO
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
Group I
COMPRENSORIO NORMANNO NUOVA COSENZA
CALCIO

28/10/2012
10/03/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
BAGNOLESE
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA
SCANDICCI CALCIO
S.R.L.
Group H
FORTIS TRANI S.R.L.
C.C. DI BRINDISI
ISCHIA ISOLAVERDE A.R.L. MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO PALAZZOLO A.S.D.

10^ Day
04/11/2012
17/03/2013
Group D
MASSESE S.R.L.
REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
LANCIOTTO CAMPI BISENZIO
SPORTING CLUB
TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
S. FELICE GLADIATOR
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
CALCIO POMIGLIANO
Group I
VIBONESE CALCIO S.R.L. NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO

24/03/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
VIRTUS PAVULLESE
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA CASACASTALDA
Group H
FOGGIA CALCIO
C.C. DI BRINDISI
S. FELICE GLADIATOR MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO GELBISON VALLO D.
LUCANIA

13^ Day
25/11/2012
07/04/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
PISTOIESE 1921 SRLSD
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA FIESOLECALDINE
Group H
SANT ANTONIO ABATE
C.C. DI BRINDISI
TARANTO FOOTBALL CLUB 1927 MONOSPOLIS
S.R.L.
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO PRO CAVESE 1994

14^ Day
02/12/2012
14/04/2013
Group D
RICCIONE CALCIO 1929 REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SANSEPOLCRO CALCIO S.R.L.
SPORTING CLUB
TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
BATTIPAGLIESE
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
FORTIS TRANI S.R.L.
Group I
LICATA 1931
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO

15^ Day
09/12/2012
21/04/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
SAN MINIATO TUTTOCUOIO
Group E
VOLUNTAS CALCIO SPOLETO
SPORTING CLUB
TRIESTINA
Group H
CITTA DI POTENZA S.R.L.
C.C. DI BRINDISI
FOGGIA CALCIO
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO A.C.R. MESSINA S.R.L.

9^ Day

17^ Day
22/12/2012
05/05/2013
Group D
REAL SPAL SRL
VIRTUS CASTELFRANCOCALCIO
Group E
VITERBESE CALCIO S.R.L. SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA
Group H
BATTIPAGLIESE
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
PUTEOLANA 1902 INTERNAPOLI C.C. DI BRINDISI
Group I
RAGUSA CALCIO
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO
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11^ Day
11/11/2012

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

12^ Day
18/11/2012
28/03/2013
Group D
ATLETICO CASTENASO VAN GO REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
PIERANTONIO CALCIO
SPORTING CLUB
TRIESTINA
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
TARANTO FOOTBALL CLUB
1927
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
FRANCAVILLA
Group I
SAMBIASE 1962
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO
16^ Day
16/12/2012
28/04/2013
Group D
ATLETICO BP PRO PIACENZA
REAL SPAL SRL
Group E
SPORTING CLUB TRIESTINA SPORTING TERNI S.R.L.
Group H
C.C. DI BRINDISI
MATERA CALCIO
MONOSPOLIS S.R.L.
SANT ANTONIO ABATE
Group I
NUOVA COSENZA CALCIO SAVOIA 1908 S.R.L.S.S.D.

Year

Number

Jul - Sep

2

3

2012

information taken from Wikipidia

Como [Lombard: Còmm; Latin: Comum] is a city and comune in Lombardy, Italy. It is the administrative capital of the Province of Como.
Its proximity to Lake Como and to the Alps has made Como a popular tourist destination and the city contains numerous works of art,
churches, gardens, museums, theatres, parks and palaces: the Duomo [seat of Diocese of Como], the Basilica of Sant'Abbondio, the
Villa Olmo, the public gardens with the Tempio Voltiano, the Teatro Sociale, the Broletto [the city’s medieval town hall] and the 20th
century Casa del Fascio. Como was the birthplace of many historically notable figures, including the [somewhat obscure] poet Caecilius
who is mentioned by Catullus in the 1st century BCE, the far more substantial literary figures of Pliny the Elder and the Younger, Pope Innocent XI,
the scientist Alessandro Volta, and Cosima Liszt, second wife of Richard Wagner and long-term director of the Bayreuth Festival.
History
The hills surrounding the current location of Como have been inhabited, since at least the Bronze Age, by a Celtic tribe known as the Orobii. Remains of settlements are still
present on the wood covered hills to the South West of town.
Around the 1st century BC, the territory became subject to the Romans. The town center was situated on the nearby hills, but it was then moved to its current location by order
of Julius Caesar, who had the swamp near the southern tip of the lake drained and laid the plan of the walled city in the typical Roman grid of perpendicular streets. The newly
founded town was named Novum Comum and had the status of municipium.
In 774, the town surrendered to invading Franks led by Charlemagne, and became a center of commercial exchange.
In 1127, Como lost a decade-long war with the nearby town of Milan. A few decades later, with the help of Frederick Barbarossa, the Comaschi could avenge their defeat when
Milan was destroyed in 1162. Frederick promoted the construction of several defensive towers around the city limits, of which only one, the Baradello, remains.
Subsequently, the history of Como followed that of the Ducato di Milano, through the French invasion and the Spanish domination, until 1714, when the territory was taken by
the Austrians. Napoleon descended into Lombardy in 1796 and ruled it until 1815, when the Austrian rule was resumed after the Congress of Vienna. Finally in 1859, with the
arrival of Giuseppe Garibaldi, the town was freed from the Austrians and it became part of the newly formed Kingdom of Italy under the House of Savoy.
At the end of World War II, after passing through Como on his escape towards Switzerland, Benito Mussolini was taken prisoner and then shot by partisans in Giulino di
Mezzegra, a small town on the north shores of Como Lake.
In 2010, a motion by members of the nationalist Swiss People's Party [SVP] has been submitted to the Swiss parliament requesting the admission of adjacent territories to the
Swiss Confederation; Como [and its province] is one of these.
As a curiosity, the Rockefeller fountain that today stands in the Bronx Zoo in New York City was once in the main square [Piazza Cavour] by the lakeside. It was bought by William
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Rockefeller in 1902 for 3,500 lira (the estimated equivalent then of $637).
MONUMENTS AND PLACES OF INTEREST:
The Duomo :
Como

Cathedral:

construction

began

in

1396

on

the

site

of

the

previousRomanesque church of Santa Maria Maggiore. The façade was built in
1457, with the characteristic rose window and a portal flanked by two Renaissance

Church of San Fedele, romanesque :

statues of the famous comaschi Pliny the Elder and Pliny the Younger. The

A Romanesque church erected around 1120 over a

construction was finished in 1740. The interior is on the Latin cross plan, with

pre-existing central plan edifice. The original bell

Gothic nave and two aisles divided by piers, while the transept wing and the

tower was rebuilt in modern times. The main

relative apses are from the Renaissance age. It includes a carved 16th century

feature is the famous Door of St. Fedele, carved

choir and tapestries on cartoons by Giuseppe Arcimboldi. The dome is a rococo

with medieval decorations.

structure by Filippo
Juvarra. Other artworks include 16th-17th century tapestries and 16th century
paintings by Bernardino Luini and Gaudenzio Ferrari.

Church of Sant’ Agostino :

Church of Sant'Abbondio :

Built by the Cistercians in the early 14th century, heavily renovated in the 20th. The

The Romanesque basilica of

interior and adjoining cloister have 15th-17th century frescoes, but most of the

consecrated in 1095 by Pope Urban II. The interior,

decoration is Baroque.

with a nave and four aisles, contains paintings

Sant'Abbondio,

dating to the 11th century and frescoes from the
14th.
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The Broletto of Como :
Was the original seat, in the medieval period of the
Church of San Carpoforo, romanesque :

Municipality of the city of Como. It was the site

San Carpoforo [11th century, apse and crypt from 12th century].

next to the old Cathedral [that as from the ‘400

According to tradition, it was founded re-using a former temple of the

would have left the place to the newly erected and

God Mercury to house the remains of Saint Carpophorus and other local

current Cathedral], to signify the strong bond

martyrs.

between the civil power of the Municipality and
that of the Church. Its building dates back to 1215
by the will of the podestà Bonardo da Codazzo.

Tempio Voltiano :
The Tempio Voltiano is a museum dedicated to
Alessandro Volta situated in the city of Como, Italy.
Castel Baradello :

The neoclassical building was completed in 1927 to

The Castello Baradello is a military fortification built in 1159 by Frederick
Barbarossa on a 430 m. high hill, next to the city of Como, Italy.

celebrate the 100th death anniversary of the
scientist, but it was inaugurated only in 1928.
It hosts a collection of scientific instruments used
by the physicist and, on the first floor, personal
belongings and various awards received by the
scientist.

Historical Museum Giuseppe Garibaldi :
The historical Museum Giuseppe Garibaldi of Como, whish is situated in
Piazza Medaglie d’Oro 1, was inaugurated in 1932. It is dedicated to
Garibaldi, in memory of the hero’s stay in Como after the battle of San
Fermo.
Includes the following sections :


The Risorgimento and comtemporary history



The Ethnography section and the picture gallary

The museum preserves the testimony of the 29 garibaldines born in the
Province of Como that participated in the first expedition of volunteers,
who sailed off the evening of May 5, 1860 from the rock of Quarto.
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Archaeologic Museum Paolo Giovio :
The archaeological Museum Paolo Giovio in Como,
known historically as Palazzo Lucini, by the last
name of the homonymous family, is situated in
Piazza Medaglie d’Oro 1, was inaugurated in 1897.
Includes the following sections :


The Collector’s Section



The Proto and Prehistoric section



The Roman section



The Medieval section



A rich library
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Calcio Como
Calcio Como S.r.l. is an Italian football club, based in Como. The club was founded in 1907. The team's color is blue.
Como were in Serie A in 2002/2003; this was followed by three consecutive relegations that brought the team down in Serie C2 at the end of the 2004/2005 season after
having lost a playoff [2–1 on aggregate] to Novara Calcio, and being then even cancelled from Italian professional football because of bankruptcy. They were
successively admitted to Serie D, the top level of non-professional football in Italy, where they spent three seasons before finally managing to win promotion back to
Serie C2 in the 2007–08 season. Como finally returned to Serie C1 the following season.
History : Como were first promoted to Serie A in 1949 and enjoyed a respectable four-year stay before relegation, the next 20
years were spent moving between Serie B and C but more often the former. A revival in the 1970s saw the club emerge as
contenders for promotion to Serie A, this was achieved in 1975 but despite the best efforts of players such as Alessandro
Scanziani they would last only a season. They would slump to C1 by 1978, but with a rebuilt team containing stars like Pietro
Vierchowod would achieve successive promotions and a two-year stay in Serie A [1980–1982].
Como managed another promotion to the top flight in 1984, with a five-year stint in Serie A proving the club's most successful
period of recent times. The strikeforce of Dan Corneliusson and Stefano Borgonovo oversaw a credible 9 th place finish in 1986,
this was repeated the following year with far fewer goals scored. The club's
defence, led by hard man Pasquale Bruno, proved more than up to the task
however. Relegation in 1989 percipitated a rapid decline, with Como spending most of the 1990s in Serie C1 with the exception
of 1994/1995. Interestingly, former Chelsea, and current Tottenham goalkeeper Carlo Cudicini spent a year on loan at Como.
The 21st century saw Como experience a brief revival. Promotion to Serie B in 2001 was marred by an appallingly violent
incident in a game against Modena, resulting in captain Massimiliano Ferrigno being handed a three-year ban. They nonetheless
managed promotion to Serie A in 2002, ironically being promoted alongside Modena.
However, the return to Serie A proved a major disappointment with the side in the bottom two all season, and a ban on games
at the Sinigaglia after crowd violence. Successive relegations have caused financial difficulties, and in 2005 Como were
condemned to the amateur ranks of Serie D. The liquidator also found former president Enrico Preziosi had transferred some assets to his new club Genoa. They returned to the
rebranded Serie C2, Lega Pro Seconda Divisione in 2008, after having won the Girone B of Serie D. Como finally returned to Serie C1 [Lega Pro Prima Divisione] after promotion
play-offs after defeating Rodengo Saiano with 1–1 aggregate and Alessandria with 4–1 aggregate.
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informazione tratta da Wikipidia
Ravenna [Italian pronunciation: ra’venna; Romagnol: Ravêna] is the capital city of the Province of Ravenna in the Emilia-Romagna region of Italy. It was the capital
city of the Western Roman Empire from 402 until that empire collapsed in 476. Afterwards, it served as the capital of the Kingdom of the Ostrogoths. The city
formed the centre of the Byzantine Exarchate of Ravenna until the invasion of the Franks in 751, after which it became the seat of the Kingdom of the Lombards.
Although an inland city, Ravenna is connected to the Adriatic Sea by the Candiano Canal. It is the location of a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
The origin of the name Ravenna is unclear, although it is believed the name is Etruscan. Some have speculated that "ravenna" is related to "Rasenna" [later
"Rasna"], the term that the Etruscans used for themselves, but there is no agreement on this point.
The origins of Ravenna are uncertain. The first settlement is variously attributed to [and then has seen the co presence of] the Thessalians, the Etruscans and the Umbrians,
afterwards its territory was settled also by the Senones, especially the southern countryside of the city [that wasn't part of the lagoon], the Ager Decimanus. Ravenna consisted
of houses built on piles on a series of small islands in a marshy lagoon – a situation similar to Venice several centuries later. The Romans ignored it during their conquest of the Po
River Delta, but later accepted it into the Roman Republic as a federated town in 89 BC. In 49 BC, it was the location where Julius Caesar gathered his forces before crossing the
Rubicon. Later, after his battle against Mark Antony in 31 BC, Emperor Augustus founded the military harbor of Classe. This harbor, protected at first by its own walls, was an
important station of the Roman Imperial Fleet. Nowadays the city is landlocked, but Ravenna remained an important seaport on the Adriatic until the
early Middle Ages. During the German campaigns, Thusnelda, widow of Arminius, and Marbod, King of the Marcomanni, were confined at Ravenna.
Ravenna greatly prospered under Roman rule. Emperor Trajan built a 70 km long aqueduct at the beginning of the 2nd century. In AD 402, Emperor
Honorius transferred the capital of the Western Roman Empire from Milan to Ravenna. The transfer was made partly for defensive purposes: Ravenna
was surrounded by swamps and marshes, and was perceived to be easily defensible [although in fact the city fell to opposing forces numerous times in
its history]; it is also likely that the move to Ravenna was due to the city's port
and good sea-borne connections to the Eastern Roman Empire. However, in 409, King Alaric I of the Visigoths simply bypassed Ravenna, and went on to
sack Rome in 410 and to take Galla Placidia, daughter of Emperor Theodosius I, hostage. After many vicissitudes, Galla Placidia returned to Ravenna with
her son, Emperor Valentinian III and the support of her nephew Theodosius II. Ravenna enjoyed a period of peace, during which time the Christian
religion was favoured by the imperial court, and the city gained some of its most famous monuments, including the Orthodox Baptistery, the so-called
Mausoleum of Galla Placidia [she was not really buried there], and San Giovanni Evangelista.
The late 400s saw the dissolution of Roman authority in the west, and the last person to hold the title of emperor in the West was deposed in 476 by the general Odoacer.
Odoacer ruled as King of Italy for 13 years, but in 489 the Eastern Emperor Zeno sent the Ostrogoth King Theodoric the Great to re-take the Italian peninsula. After losing the
Battle of Verona, Odoacer retreated to Ravenna, where he withstood a siege of three years by Theodoric, until the taking of Rimini deprived Ravenna of supplies. Theodoric took
Ravenna in 493, supposedly slew Odoacer with his own hands, and Ravenna became the capital of the Ostrogothic Kingdom of Italy. Theodoric, following his imperial
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predecessors, also built many splendid buildings in and around Ravenna, including his palace church Sant'Apollinare Nuovo, an Arian cathedral [now Santo Spirito] and Baptistery,
and his own Mausoleum just outside the walls. The Mausoleum of Theodoric. Theodoric and his followers were Arian Christians, but co-existed
peacefully with the Latins, who were largely Orthodox. Ravenna's Orthodox bishops carried out notable building projects, of which the sole surviving
one is the Capella Arcivescovile. Theodoric allowed Roman citizens within his kingdom to be subject to Roman law and the Roman judicial system. The
Goths, meanwhile, lived under their own laws and customs. In 519, when a mob had burned down the synagogues of Ravenna, Theodoric ordered the
town to rebuild them at its own expense.
Theodoric died in 526 and was succeeded by his young grandson Athalaric under the authority of his daughter Amalasunta, but by 535 both were dead
and Theodoric's line was represented only by Amalasuntha's daughter Matasuntha. Various Ostrogothic military leaders took the kingship of Italy, but
none were as successful as Theodoric had been. Meanwhile, the orthodox Christian Byzantine Emperor Justinian I, opposed both Ostrogoth rule and
the Arian variety of Christianity. In 535 his general Belisarius invaded Italy and in 540 conquered Ravenna. After the conquest of Italy was completed in
554, Ravenna became the seat of Byzantine government in Italy.
From 540 to 600, Ravenna's bishops embarked upon a notable building program of churches in Ravenna and in and around the port city of Classe. Surviving monuments include
San Vitale and Sant'Apollinare in Classe, as well as the partially surviving San Michele in Africisco.
Following the conquests of Belisarius for the Emperor Justinian I in the 6th century, Ravenna became the seat of the Byzantine governor of Italy, the Exarch, and was known as
the Exarchate of Ravenna. It was at this time that the Ravenna Cosmography was written.
Under Byzantine rule, the archbishop of Ravenna was temporarily granted autocephaly from the Roman Church by the emperor, in 666, but this was soon revoked. Nevertheless,
the archbishop of Ravenna held the second place in Italy after the pope, and played an important role in many theological controversies during this period.
The Lombards, under King Liutprand, occupied Ravenna in 712, but were forced to return it to the Byzantines. However, in 751 the Lombard king, Aistulf, succeeded in conquering
Ravenna, thus ending Byzantine rule in northern Italy.
King Pepin of France attacked the Lombards under orders of Pope Stephen II. Ravenna then gradually came under the direct authority of the popes, although this was contested
by the archbishops at various times. Pope Adrian I authorized Charlemagne to take away anything from Ravenna that he liked, and an unknown quantity of Roman columns,
mosaics, statues, and other portable items were taken north to enrich his capital of Aachen.
In 1198 Ravenna led a league of Romagna cities against the Emperor, and the Pope was able to subdue it. After the war of 1218 the Traversari family was able to impose its rule in
the city, which lasted until 1240. After a short period under an Imperial vicar, Ravenna was returned to the Papal States in 1248 and again to the Traversari until, in 1275, the Da
Polenta established their long-lasting seigniory. One of the most illustrious residents of Ravenna at this time was the exiled poet Dante. The last of the Da Polenta, Ostasio III, was
ousted by the Republic of Venice in 1440, and the city was annexed to the Venetian territories.
Ravenna was ruled by Venice until 1509, when the area was invaded in the course of the Italian Wars. In 1512, during the Holy League wars, Ravenna was sacked by the French.
After the Venetian withdrawal, Ravenna was again ruled by legates of the Pope as part of the Papal States. The city was damaged in a tremendous flood in May 1636. Over the
next 300 years, a network of canals diverted nearby rivers and drained nearby swamps, thus reducing the possibility of flooding and creating a large belt of agricultural land
around the city.
Apart from another short occupation by Venice (1527–1529), Ravenna was part of the Papal States until 1796, when it was annexed to the French puppet state of the Cisalpine
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Republic, [Italian Republic from 1802, and Kingdom of Italy from 1805]. It was returned to the Papal States in 1814. Occupied by Piedmontese troops in 1859, Ravenna and the
surrounding Romagna area became part of the new unified Kingdom of Italy in 1861.
Main sights :
Baptistry of Neon
Also called Baptistery of Orthodox, takes its name from
Mausoleum of Galla Placidia

Bishop Neone thet continued in the construction after his

According to tradition Galla Placida, regent of the Western Roman Empire due to

predecessor Orso. The appellative of the orthodox should be

her son Valentiniano III, had this mausoleum built for herself, her husband

understood according to the meaning of the time, intended

Constantius III and her brother Honorius. This tradition has not been confirmed

to the christians of the “straight line” doctrine in opposition

by any data documentaries, but almost certainly it was not used as a mausoleum

to the Arian heresy.

by Galla Placida, since the sources report how she died and was buried in Rome in

Because of the subsidence typical of present Ravenna today

450 where it seems her remains still are within the chapel of Saint Petronilla,

the baptistry is approximately buried 2 meters; on plan it

under the basilica of Saint Peter.

presents the octagonal shape, according to numerology that
associated the eight with the resurrection, being the sum of
seven, the time, plus one, God.

Basilica of Sant'Apollinare Nuovo
It was erected by the Ostrogoth King Theodoric as his
palace chapel, during the first quarter of the 6th century
Archiepiscopal Chapel

(as attested in the Liber Pontificalis). This Arian church

The Archbishop's Chapel (or Archiepiscopal Chapel) is a chapel on

was originally dedicated in 504 CE to Christ the

the first floor of the bishops' palace in Ravenna is the only

Redeemer. It was reconsecrated in 561, under the rule of

monument of orthodox nature to be built during the reign of

the Byzantine emperor Justinian I, under the new name

Theodoric.

"Sanctus Martinus in Coelo Aureo" ["Saint Martin in

Also known as the Chapel of Saint Andrew, it was the ancient

Golden Heaven"].

oratory of the Bishopric of Ravenna, wanted by Bishop Peter II and

Suppressing the Arian cult, the church was dedicated to

dedicated to Saint Peter Chrysologus, archbishop of Ravenna from

Saint Martin of Tours, a foe of Arianism.

433 to 450. The chapel was set up in 495.

The basilica was renamed again in 856, when relics of
Saint Apollinaris were transferred from the Basilica of
Sant'Apollinare in Classe because of the threat posed by
frequent raids of Adriatic pirates.
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Mausoleum of Theodoric
The Mausoleum of Theodoric is an ancient monument just outside
Ravenna, Italy. It was built in 520 AD by Theodoric the Great as his
future tomb.
The current structure of the mausoleum is divided into two
decagonal orders, one above the other; both are made of Istria
stone. A niche leads down to a room that was probably a chapel for
funeral liturgies; a stair leads to the upper floor. Located in the
centre of the floor is a circular porphyry stone grave, in which
Theodoric was buried. His remains were removed during Byzantine
rule, when the mausoleum was turned into a Christian oratory.
Basilica of San Vitale
The Basilica of San Vitale is a church in Ravenna, Italy and one of the
most important examples of early Christian Byzantine art and
architecture in western Europe. The building is styled an
"ecclesiastical basilica" in the Roman Catholic Church, though it is not
of architectural basilica form. It is one of eight Ravenna structures
inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage List.
The church was begun by Bishop Ecclesius in 527, when Ravenna was
under the rule of the Ostrogoths and completed by the 27th Bishop of
Ravenna, Maximian in 546 during the Byzantine Exarchate of
Ravenna.
The Duomo of Ravenna [or Basilica Ursiana]
It was built in the 18th century to the design of architect Gian
Francesco Buonamici, after the ancient cathedral with five naves
with apse-tiled known as Basilica Ursiana [from the name of the
founder Bishop Ursus]dedicated to Hagia Anastasis, i.e. To the
Rsurrection, was demolished. Of the ancient cathedral remain
visible some vestiges.

The Old Church of the Spirito Santo
The sixth-century church of the Spirito Santo, which has been quite
drastically altered since the sixth century. It was originally the
Arian cathedral. The façade has a noteworthy 16th century portico
with 5 arcades.
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Arian Baptistery
Erected by the Ostrogothic King Theodoric the Great between the
end of the 5th century and the beginning of the sixth century, at
the same time as the Basilica of Sant' Apollinare Nuovo.
Theodoric was an Arian and decided to let the Goths (Arians) and
the Latins ("orthodox" in the sense that they followed canon
doctrine), live together but separately, and so there were separate
neighborhoods and separate religious buildings.
The interior is nude, with masonry walls with views, and lean of
furnishings with the exception of the baptismal font, but the dome
is completely decorated with mosaic.

Basilica of Sant’Apollinare in Classe
Its an important monument of Byzantine art near Ravenna, Italy.
When the UNESCO inscribed eight Ravenna sites on the World
Heritage List, it cited this basilica as "an outstanding example of
the early Christian basilica in its purity and simplicity of its design
and use of space and in the sumptuous nature of its decoration".

The Basilica of San Francesco
The St. Francis basilica, rebuilt in the 10th–11th centuries over a
precedent edifice dedicated to the Apostles and later to St. Peter.
Behind the humble brick façade, it has a nave and two aisles.
Fragments of mosaics from the first church are visible on the floor,
which is usually covered by water after heavy rains (together with
the crypt). Here the funeral ceremony of Dante Alighieri was held.

The Basilica of Santa Maria in Porto
A 16th century church, with a rich façade from the 18th century. It
has a nave and two aisles, with a high cupola. It houses the image
of famous Greek Madonna, which was allegedly brought to
Ravenna from Constantinople.

The Church of San Giovanni Evangelista
The church dates back to the 5th century, erected by Galla Placidia
after she survived a storm at sea. It was restored after the World
War II bombings. The bell tower contains four bells, the two
majors dating back to 1208.

Palace of Theodoric
The so-called Palace of Theoderic, in fact the entrance to the
former church of San Salvatore. It includes mosaics from the true
Palace of the Ostrogoth king.
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The Rocca Brancaleone ["Brancaleone Castle"]
Built by the Venetians in 1457. Once part of the city walls, it is
now a public park. It is divided into two parts: the true Castle
and the Citadel, the latter having an extent of 14000 m2.

Domus of Stone Carpets
Date back to the V-VI century and found in 1993 during some
construction works. The splendid mosaics recovered are now
preserved in an underground room accessible from the little
church of Sant’Eufemia.

The Tomb of Dante
Adjacent to the convent of San Francesco, built in 1718 by Camillo
Morigia in the form of a temple, it houses the relics of the true poet
enclosed in a Roman sarcophagus, enriched by 1483 with a
beautiful bas-relief by Tulio Lombardo with the figure of the poet
when viewed in profile, illuminated by a lamp which burns
perpetually. Around the temple was established a Dantesque area
of respect and silence.
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The Gates of Ravenna
Of the city walls, almost all the gates and some of the towers
built in different eras still remain.
Port’Aurea, erected in the year 43 A.D., and demolished at the
end of the XVI centruy; Porta San Mamante, of medieval origin
[X century]; Porta Sisi [or Sisna, Ursicina]; Porta Gaza, or of
Gazzi, takes the name from a crenellated fortress of medieval
origin that had its foundation here; Porta Pamphilia, better
known as Porta Nuova; Port’Aurea Nuova, better known as
Hadrian’s Gate; Porta Anastasia, better known as Porta Serrata.
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Ravenna Calcio
Ravenna Calcio is an Italian association football club, based in Ravenna, Emilia-Romagna.
The club was founded in 1913 and refounded in 2001.
On 9 May 2007 Ravenna won the 2006–2007 Serie C1/B in advance of one matchday, following a 0–0 away tie against Teramo, being thus promoted to Serie B.
Ravenna was relegated to Lega Pro Prima Divisione the following season.
On July 18, 2011 it is excluded by the Federal Council from Lega Pro Prima Divisione, but on August 12, 2011 it was admitted in Serie D/D, after conciliation with
FIGC.
In the season 2011-12 it was relegated to Eccellenza.
History : The club was founded in 1913 as football section of sports club Unione Sportiva Ravennate. In 1920, the club merged with Audace Football Club, which was founded only
one year earlier, in 1919. The same year the club joined the Italian Football Federation, being part of the Promozione league. Another merger in 1921 with S.G. Forti per essere
Liberi brought the club to change its denomination to Unione Sportiva Ravennate Forti per essere Liberi. The main sports club disbanded in 1928, with all its sports sections
become separate entities; notably, the football one assuming the denomination of Associazione Calcio Ravenna.
In 1936 Ravenna made their first appearance in the Serie C, where they played until 1948. In 1949 the club, now playing in the amateur Interregionale league,
became known as Unione Sportiva Ravenna, then switching this denomination to Sarom Unione Sportiva Ravenna for sponsorship reasons in 1954,
maintaining it for ten years. Ravenna returned to Serie C in 1950 for a single season, and again in 1955, playing in this division until 1971, when they relegated
to Serie D. Another Serie C spell from 1972 to 1976 was followed by two consecutive relegations. Two promotions in a row from 1980 to 1982 then brought
the club back to the pro leagues, in the recently created Serie C2. Ravenna relegated to Serie D in 1984, but promptly returned to Serie C2.
In 1992, Ravenna were awarded Serie C2 champions, being promoted to Serie C1. Only one year later, in 1993, Ravenna won the Serie C1 league and
gained promotion to Serie B for a historical first time. However, this lasted only one season, and Ravenna returned to Serie C1 in 1994. They returned
to Serie B in 1996, playing in the Italian second division until 2001, when they were relegated to Serie C1 and successively cancelled by the Federation
because of financial troubles. A new club, Ravenna Calcio, was admitted to play Eccellenza, and obtained two consecutive promotions that brought
them back to Serie C2 in 2003.
In 2005, Ravenna were promoted to Serie C1 after playoffs, and in 2007 they won Serie C1 as well, thus returning to Serie B after six seasons from their
last appearance in the second-highest division of Italy. They were relegated in 2008 after a poor Serie B campaign. In their first season back in Serie C1, now rebranded as Lega
Pro Prima Divisione, Ravenna was coached by debutant manager Gianluca Atzori and missed immediate promotion by losing the playoff semifinals to Padova, who later went on
to win the playoff finals as well.
For the 2009/2010 season, Ravenna were forced to search for a new head coach after Atzori left for Serie A club Catania, and former Inter Primavera coach Vincenzo Esposito was
appointed as a replacement. However, the season started with a huge off-the-field shock, as young Albanian midfielder Brian Filipi, a regular for the team despite his 20 years of
age, was hit by a car and left dead on 19 September 2009.
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Coordination Center Clubs Giallorossi
The thrilling victory of the Serie D championship back in the year 1971/1972 with the promotion in Serie C gave form and shape, thanks to the work of a dozen
fans, to the birth of the first supporters club “Fedelissimi Forza Ravenna” [Loyal Come On Ravenna Fans] excatly on the 20 December 1972
This first club, also thanks to the good results of the team, had grown considerably and was also equipped with a newscaster and two cameramen to resume the
Ravenna’s matches [at that time private television stations did not yet exist] to be screened the following mondays and tuesdays evenings in the various venues
of the city.
In subsequent years exactly on 9 July 1991 the second club was born “Nuovi Cuori Giallorossi” [New Giallorossi Hearts] that thanks to the work and commitment
of its leaders gave a considerable impetus to the giallorossi fans so that in 1993 “Porto Giallorosso”- “San Bartolo”- “San Biagio” and other minor clubs came into existance.
In November 1992 the “Centro di Coordinamento Clubs” [The Coordination Center Clubs] was officially born, on the wings of the growing enthusiasm for the promotions of the
team and also to follow the F.I.G.C. Precise imposition which obliged all clubs to have their organized fans all grouped within a coordination centre.
The Coordination Center in addition to the relations with other clubs plays, through a group of volunteers, some functions on the inside of the stadium, organizes away games
trasfers, sells shirts, scarves etc... and publishes its own newsletter “Urrà Ravenna” [Hooray Ravenna] which is distributed during home games.
The six years in Serie B [of which 5 consecutive] had contributed significantly to increase both in the numbers of memberships to the clubs [another 6 were created in the city and
its whereabouts]and to subscribers to the Ravenna Calcio, but the subsequent bankruptcy [season 2000/2001] with the restart for the amateur category cooled in a considerable
way the support so much so that many of the younger clubs which were not rooted in the history of the Ravenna support, disappeared.
The new victories in the various leagues and the new promotion in “Serie B” [2007/2008] recalled back the fans to the stadium and to the old clubs, in 2005 a new club was
founded “Vecchi Leoni” but, everything will be in part nullified by subsequent events [relegations and even worse the involvement of directors and club techenical staff in the
football betting scandal] with the reallocation once more to the amateur league and with a “new owner/ghost president” that made future a very uncertain
Coordination Center Clubs Giallorossi
with the collaboration of Massimo Montanari for the sports part
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A Sunday under the banner of solidarity and
friendship...
by Roby Checchia - Coordination Clubs Cesena

Sunday 8 July the Coordination Clubs Cesena and the Association
“La Riccione d’una volta”, after a few weeks, they revisted Finale
Emilia (Modena) where they delivered other materials to the local
section of the Italian Red Cross, which will then be redistributed to
the population affected by the earthquake. Children’s games and
first necessity materials, such as hygiene and cleaning products
were donated. But the main purpose of this visit to the area of
Modena was the community lunch together with the many local
volunteers who for weeks are doing their utmost to cope with the
earthquake emergency. In fact members of the Club Forza Cesena
“Marea Bianconera” of Riccione, guided by the peerless President
Luciano Achilli, brought several boxes of ’saraghina’ and more than
50 kilos of mussels that were cleaned and cooked in an improvised
but very effective “on grill” in the main square in front of the Red
Cross headquarters. At lunch, were several piadine and lot of good
wine was served, over more then sixty persons participated,
including the President del Coordination Roberto Checchia, the
Vice President Diego Ridolfi and the Councilor Massimo Carigi, in a
climate of great solidarity and friendship.
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From these pages our sincere condolences
to the family of Glauco Carghini.

by Roby Checchia - Coordination Clubs Cesena
The Coordination Clubs Cesena is near and shares the pain of the family for the untimely death of Glauco Carghini that for many years was an
important reference for all Cesena Supporters. We would like to remember the great spirit of cooperation that, in the eighties, has linked Glauco and
’La Curva Mare’ with the then President of the Coordination Giuseppe Righetti. Just Sunday 8 July was the 25 th anniversary of the historical play off of
San Benedetto del Tronto which allowed Cesena to obtain promotion to serie A at the end of an exhausting series of play offs. The great synergy
between Carghini e Righetti allowed thousands and thousands of ‘bianconeri’ fans to reach by train and coach first Pescara and Modena and finally
San Benedetto del Tronto.

Thanks Glauco for the great passion and love you showed towards our Cesena.
10 July 2012, A Day to Remember.
The day did not start on a positive note. Due to a commitment at work, I had to take a train from the hated capital of the region, the scene of innumerable trips made by your
side. When then I took the Intercity bologna-cesena of 14:22 a knot in the throat assaulted me. I was alone in the compartment, but could distinctly hear the choirs bologna
bologna ‘vaffa...’, the furious shouts of the ultras, could feel the acrid smell coming from strange cigarettes with cardboard filters, could see the waving flags from the windows
and scarves hanging from every part. The when the Chief train conductor announced, Cesena, Cesena station, to my mind came the numerous mornings passed talking to the
station masters to organise away transfers, the cumulative tickets made especially for the ultras, the collections done on behalf those who did not have money for the fare.
Outside the station expecting me another old ultras. One that knew you well and who had a great esteem towards you, as all those who have had the honor to associate and
know you. We went to the cemetry together, with death in our hearts and our souls to pieces. There all your friends were waiting, those that once again, you were able to
group together in one place, made align like old times, all united and compact. And this time neither the shouts nor the nasty looks from served, but the silence of your death
was enough to make them rush in numbers for the last farewell. I entered the church with pain in my heart and tears in my eyes. It seemed to me as if i recognized everyone,
even the deacon had a face that remined me of someone. I managed at the end to discover who the deacon was and his role inside and outside the stand some years back. In
the middle of the function, Glauco, I could not make it, I had to go out and out there I met nice and ugly faces to whom I haven’t spoken for some time. I crossed eyes with the
lucid eyes of Mazzo, Torre, Esb, Gardo, I tightly embraced Paso, Cava, Recca, Ivo, Binda, Leo, Filo, Max and, am not ashamed to say that I cried; I cried on the shoulders of
Jumbo, Kuti, Renata. Like the other 600 they were there dear Glauco incredulous, stricken and with sad gazes. They were there for you my friend because in each of them there
is a part of you, in each of their lives the memory of your virtues and the sentiment of your humanity. With many I stopped to talk of the times in which you, grew up and
became an Ultras. We recalled the trip to Pisa, when a charge without sense by the local anti-hooligan police provoked injuries among us. I still remember your words: “From
here we do not move if they don’t go”. We two went to speak to the person in charge for safety and we obtained the removal of those beaters without intellect and the
consequent escort by the local police. I can still recall as we passed, the lowering of the shop shutters and the fear on the faces of the local population intent on doing their
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Sunday shopping. With others we remembered the friendly matches played with twinned ultras, the meetings held at your home and the trips for away matches by coach both
near and far away, the jokes directed to the drivers of those times, and the shameful words directed at the ladies at the windows as our coach passed by. Yes Glauco, your
departure has united our minds in memories most intense and beautiful we have passed together. The remembrance of your smile has brought us to the San Benedetto
highway, your yells and your orders dragged us by via Saragozza in Bologna and your charisma brought us back to our sole big home: the curve. Yes Glauco, all this, thanks to
you. And its not enough, my friend. When you came out of the church you were awarded choruses which came more out of the heart then the throat. In a moment all the small
flaws that accompanied you in the last period with the ultras, disappeared. Many, almost all, touched your dwelling, without knowing that you were not there. You are looking
from the top of the stand of heaven with open arms and the megaphone to shoulder strap. Standing on the stand singing: Sciallalallalallala...
A tear fell on my face, a continuous pain now is in my heart. You’re not far from me Glauco, the meaning of our friendship cannot be broken by the darkness of today’s silence,
the remembrance of your smile will be my stillness, in my heart the dwelling of your affection...

Ciao Glauco, ciao my great friend and thanks again.
Yours Gigi.
(Gigi Balbo)
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A successful event….
by Roby Checchia - Coordination Clubs Cesena
Wednesday, July 25 were held at the sports center of San Cristoforo, the finals of a mini seven-a-side football
tournament between the young Cesena organized by the Cesena Club ‘Torcida BiancoNera’. All nine participating
teams took to the field, giving life to a good football show, able to involve all those present; to triumph was the
team from Greece, but the real success liad in the demonstration of sportsmanship and education showed by all
the kids.
Also good, was the food [where one could taste gluten free food] offered at the gastronomic stand, which was able
to cope with the large tournout of persons.
To mention also the presence of the AC Cesena technical staff, which, understanding the spirit of the event, did not
only participated in the games and joked with the kids, but decided to to intevene economically, by rounding up
the figure devolved by the club for charity to the ANFFAS of Cesena, in support of the project "La Fattoria dell´Ospitalità" [The Farm of Hospitality].
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLUB TORCIDA BIANCONERA FOR THE ORGANIZATION AND THE SUCCESS OF THIS SPLENDID INITIATIVE
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Summer in Black & White….
by Roby Checchia - Coordination Clubs Cesena
Held last Tuesday evening in San Cristoforo of Cesena, parish church sports ground, the great feast in view of the next coming season
organized by the Coordination Clubs Cesena. Surrounded by the affection of the fans, the team was officially presented, led by president
Igor Campedelli, club and team managers, from mister Nicola Campedelli, by his staff and by all the players. Also present the mayor Paolo
Lucchi and the President of the province Massimo Bulbi.
The many bianconeri fans present were thus able to dine side by side with their team in a cozy and wide gastronomic stand. A big thanks
goes to the many volunteers of various clubs “Forza Cesena” who worked hard for the success of the event and, in particular, the
members of the club “Torcida Bianconera”, who did the honours of the house.
The proceeds from the evening will be donated in charity in favour of the ANFFAS of Cesena, in order to support the project "La Fattoria
dell´Ospitalità" [The Farm of Hospitality] and the Italian Association Coeliac Disease Emilia Romagna onlus.
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From these pages our sincere condolences
to the family of Virgilio Motta.

taken from www.calcioblog.it

Virgilio Motta is an inter fan who commited suicide last Monday 21 March. He lost an eye caused by injuries suffered from a blow received from a
Milan supporter, during a derby and he never recovered psychologically. His lawyer, Dr. Consuelo Bosisio, explained that “His psychological
condition has worsened because the defendants sentenced for those clashes did not pay the 140 thousand euros compensation and with which he
wanted to go abroad to try and heal himself“.
On 17 July 2009, as a result of the scuffles that occurred in the course of the derby of the 15 February of three years ago, the judge in charge of the
rapid trails of Milan, Alberto Nosenzo had sentenced to penalties ranging from six months in prison and four years and a half in prison, six milan
ultras accused, in various capacities, of brawls and injury. Virgilio Motta, father of a little girl, was a component of the ‘Banda Bagaj’, literally “Kids
Band” in milanese dialect, a grupp born to bring children to the stadium. Below the last greeting of the friends of Virgilio:
I have always thought that all the nice things cost much, and in my life, just to enjoy to the full a beautiful thing I’ve ever experiended, I have always
been willing to pay the price. And as far as I am concerned I have always paid the price.
Six years ago, I had the good fortune to meet along my path a man that has overturned a part of my life allowing me to realise a dream and
experiencing the excitement of unique, marvelous and unforgettable. A dream that we first gave thought to and which then we built together brick by brick with the help of all
you. That man was Virgi.
In a short time our lives became intertwined adn as if by magic, the union of my to his qualities generated something extraordinary. We were extraordinarily complementary.
Together, sometimes...we were devastating.
Strange how a futile passion, such as that for football, was able to bring about an avalanche of emotion. What I have experienced in recent years, the satisfactions, the rewards,
the joys, the effections, love, friendships, and the fears, the suffering, the solidarity, and the desire for rebellion, the genius, the enthusiasm and more, are emotions that have no
price. And for all this, in addition to all of you, the man that I have more to thank for helping me to live with extreme passion this adventure is just Virgi.
In life, along our journey, we meet many persons, some remain close to us forever, other perhaps hold us company for only a part of the path, then follow their road. From these
participations, sometimes only temporary, along the journey of our life, may be born bonds and experiences of an intensity our of the ordinary. Its not the duration of a
relationship that counts, but the intensity with which it is lived.
I know that many of you have lived with passion the life in the ‘Banda’. Many of you have been involved in the whirling of emotions that has accompanied us until now, going
beyond the mere aggregation on the occassion of a game, immersing ourselves in the feelings and sensations that who wanted, could find them in our group. More has been your
emotional involvement in the Banda Bagaj and more are the emotions that you have tried in recent years and their intensity.
Monday, for all this, destiny presented the bill. Surely a huge bill ... too expensive ... An account the more expensive for each of us, as mus as high was the level of involvement
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that each of us has lived. Today life is asking me to deal with this tragedy. Indeed, not asking me, but obliging me to do so, without any restrain from my part. Today it’s asking
me to tell of what really happened.
As am thinking today, just a few days from what has just happened, I can tell that there are things, that we cannot understand, that perhaps it is better not to understand or
perhaps it is just not to understand. There are things that cannot be shared, that should not be shared and against which with determination and firmness say NO! There are
things that cannot and should not be ever justified!!!
Each of us makes choices... Virgi has made a choice that nobody can afford to judge. But it is right of each one of us, to take distances. Life is a gift and as such should be
respected always and at all costs. Also your own.
All this, however, should not even minimally affect the feelings that we have felt for Virgi and does not change its human depth. The love, affection, esteem, respect, admiration
and anything else you’ve tried for him must always remain alive within each of you. He won them by fighting with all his forces and spending them for every one of us until he had
the energy to do so. Those of you who have had the good fortune to know him well, know what feelings and force he was capable of. Its known how overwhelming and how
much passion and involvement he used to live his relations and life in general.
In these years, for various reasons, several times i was witness to assist to his countless departures for away matches (…and how much i envied him). How many times I
accompanied him to the airport, how many times I have seen a van driving away with him on board ready to drive the bagaj toward the umpteenth victory of our champions.
Often despite this infamous illness exhausted him, without any of you knew nothing, he tightened his teeth just to give the example to those who accompanied him, with the only
objective of support the lads on the field and to colour the stands, making out of the bagaj an emblem of passionate and non-violent support.
Saturday together with all of you, will have the opportunity to salute him and accompany him to the his last eternal transfer... I don’t know if there is an afterlife, but if it exist its
better if they prepare...because they don’t know what is going to happen there...Virgi, you will always be in my heart, and I cannot but be grateful forever, for everything that we
have shared in these years and for the wonderful friendship tht has linked us together.

Max (il moro)
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At the stadium the First Memorial ‘Roberto Angelini’...
by the Coordination Center ‘Biancoverde’ Monopoli

MONOPOLI - Last 9 June, was held the 1° Memorial "Roberto Angelini" at the stadium Vito
Simone Veneziani, the quadrangulare of football for charity, organized by the Committee
"Abbiamo il cuore di un solo colore" [We have a heart of a single colour] composed by Milan Club
Monopoli, Juventus Club Monopoli, Inter Club Sante Puteo Monopoli e Centro Coordinamento
Biancoverde Monopoli, which the proceeds of 2 thousand euros was donated in favour of Samuel
Pagliai and the A.N.G.S.A. [National Association Parents Autistic Subjects], which was honored by
the participati0n of the youngsters of the BS Soccer Team, the Esperia of the Green Planet and
Virtus.
The quadrangulare provided at 16:00, the contemporary exhibition of the ‘pulcini category’ all
dressed in the colours of their football schools, at 16:30 the first semifinal of the quadrangulare
between Esperia e BS Soccer Team which finished 2-0, at 17:30 the second semifinal between
Green Planet e Virtus which finished 1-1 (2-0 after penelties) and at 18:30 the final which saw the
Esperia winning the tournament with a 3-0 victory against the Green Planet and the awards
ceremony of the participating teams.
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Elected <<Miss ORO & PORPORA>>
by the AIRC

Its Giada Zappi the winner of this year’s edition of Miss Oro & Porpora, the show of roman beauties organised by
Alessandro Milza and patronised by the Airc. Giada, member of the Roma Club of Ancona, was elected by a jury
of 15 journalists of various newspapers present in Riscone. Second classified was Giulia Rossi, third, the
Romanian girl Oana Caua. The evening was presented by Matteo Vespasiani, accompanied by Martina Renna,
winner of the 2010 edition. Many fans present at the hotel Heinz where the event took place which, one must
remember, is meant to represnt a moment of relax and serene fun during the Roma training camp, since there is
little to distract one’s mind in the evenings. With miss Oro & Porpora, ended a week of the Airc at Riscone
where, apart Zeman and his characteristic preparation, there was little to see. The players, and its good to
rememeber, that most of them were coming out of a
disastrous season, were all known, but still they felt the need
to pamper the fans and mostly the kids present at the training
camp. In this we believe the club is also responsible in limiting to the least possible any contact with the players,
rather then bringing them closer to the fans, the rest, this happens in all the training camps of all football teams...
We hope that all complaints made out loudly by the AIRC will be taken notice of by those responsible, if it is true,
that the fans are at the center of the club programme .
EVERYTHING PASSES AWAY, ROMA REMAINS...!
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The sudden death of the Young Athlete : The Importance of a
diagnosis and prevention.....
by Dr. Mario De Laurentis - President Club ’Aquara Granata’
“The sudden death of the young athlete: the importance of a diognosis and prevention”. Is the title of the debate that
was held saturday 26 may 2012, at 19:00, at the Cafè Carducci, in Pontecagnano Faiano (SA). The meeting was organised
by the Club “Aquara Granata”, in collaboration with the Project ‘FareCittà’, and forms part of the campaign of adherence
by the title “I don’t play my heart” launched by the National Forum for Young People, aimed at giving answers to the
many questions on the sudden deaths of athletes in sport with the aim of starting a righteous path of prevention and
information among all young people. Taking part in the symposium as speakers, the doctors: Italo Leo [Responsable of
the medical area of Salerno Calcio], Eugenio Stabile [Cardiologist, Clinica Montevergine of Mercogliano], Donato Pierro
[Club doctor Volleyball Pontecagnano], Aniello De Luca [athletic trainer] and Nadia Pecoraro [Pshycologist, Professor of
Phychology Unisa]. Moderater of the meeting Giovanna Di Giorgio [Il Mattino], which managed to let out interesting
topics and ideas from the debate. In addition, the debate saw the participation of excellet guests such as Candido Fortunato [brother of Andrea Fortunato,
Association Polito-Fioravante], Marco Gallo [atlete Canottieri Irno, and participant in the next Olympic Games in Londra 2012], Senè [ex Salernitana player],
Ernesto Sica [Mayor of Pontecagnano Faiano] and Riccardo Santoro [Presidente Coordination Center Salernitana Clubs]. The evening was seasoned with the
participation of a large audience, represented by persons of every age group, by kids who attend the football schools, and also by professionals in the field of
medicine and health care. The meeting-debate, which took place in the heart of the historic center, has raised the current issues about the events that are
shaking more and more the football world and world sport in general. During the debate, Dr. Stabile [Cardiologist], wanted to put the emphasis on the
importance of a correct diagnosis and as a result of a precise preventive strategy that in some cases unfortunately requires complete abstention from sporting
activities. At the end of the medical reports, the public unleashed a series of questions, and a very interesting debate followed, which helped to clarify some
confusing aspects for those with no medical background. The conference, strongly wanted by the President of the Club “Aquara Granata” Dr. Mario De
Laurentis [Doctor-Surgeon] had the aim to clarify the framework of the sudden death of an athlete, socialize and share moments of reflection and discussion,
promote between persons any form of sports practice and initiatives for recreational, both cultural and social. “Create a cultural movement that distinguishes
the football fan, which rise his figure within the club, making an important contribution to the growth of the same, and that is what I propose to do with the help
of all my friends, of my Club and of the CCSC – declared Dr. Mario De Laurentis - Football can and must represnt a vehicle for cultural and social growth, and we
the fans represnt the protagonists who guide this machine. We must be careful not to go out of control, because in a world as we know it now, made of interests,
frauds, etc.., its easy to fail. I believe that work pays, thus lets get down to it”.
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Shoah : Remembering .... makes us free...
by Dr. Mario De Laurentis - President Club ’Aquara Granata’

In an unreal picture frame, inserted in the nineteenth century oratory of the church of S. Nicola di Bari in Aquara, was held on 11
May 2012, by the Club “Aquara Granata”, the manifestation – SHOAH, Remember…makes us free. Oustanding guest Mr. Piero
Terracina, a jew of Rome miraculous survivor to the Nazi deportation of 1943 in Auswitz – Birkenau concentration camps. Three
hours of continuous narrative, alternating from the airing of a video showing crude images of Nazi deportation. Moving moments,
when Piero Terracina retold about his trasfer to Auswitz, a journey which lasted 5 days in a cattle wagon wheel, and without water,
crammed with other 64 persons. Present at the event, beside the students of the secondary schools of Castelcivita and Aquara,
the local Civil and military authorities and a delegation of CCSC headed by president Santoro, Rocco Calenda and the press officer Giuseppe Alviggi who also
moderated the event. Commenting the evening the president of the CCSC said: “Today we have enriche our knowledge regarding the history of Nazi
deportation, thanks to the wonderful and sincere figure of Mr. Piero Terracina, a good and determined man to bring out the truth where everyone is willing to
listen to him, I hope that what happened will not repeat itself in the future, but, above all, we need to begin even from football by showing a respectful behaviour
towards dissimilarity, starting with the young generation, so that they will know how to look others with a friedship eye and not as an enemy”. The meeting was
organised by the active Club “Aquara Granata”, especially the President Dr. Mario De Laurentis, always first in line in regard to both social and medical
themes. For those who are not yet familiar with the Club “Aquara Granata”, it is important to underline that among its many aims it has also that to promote
and encourage public initiatives, conferences, debates, and moments of social and cultural aggregation. The Club was born out of the common passion of a
group of persons towards the football game and also for Salernitana, but it has not limited itself only to these two common factors but went beyond proposing
initiatives to get together, socialize and share moments of reflection and debate such as this of the SHOAH. The day of memory represents one of the many
projects-objectives to which the Club is working for this current solar year. President Mario De Laurentis declared: “The holocaust is a theme with strong
political, religious and cultural implications. Thus sole priority objective unico of organizing such an event was to reflect together in order to get the knowledge of
what has been one of the greatest diseases of human history, so horrible that it is difficult even to imagine and which has marked human history. The topic we
faced was undoubtedly terrifying, hoping that it will never repeat itself in the future. We thought that a serious and open debate on this theme of Nazi
concentration camps, accompanied by a first hand direct testimony of one of its survivors, would have done much good to all present, especially from a moral and
cultural point of view”.
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Inauguration Football Club Siberia...
by Carla Riolfi - Nuovo Coordinamento Hellas Verona 2003
The trip of the Veronesi supporters to Russia, which has as its primary aim the official inauguration of the Football Club Hellas
Verona "Ristorante Piccolo Amore" with its headquarters in Kemerovo (Siberia), came to an end last Sunday, 12 August. The club,
which already for the past couple of years had been affiliated to the Nuovo Coordinamento Club Hellas Verona 2003 [New
Coordination Club Hellas Verona 2003], has lived its memorable day on Wednesday, 8 August. To precede the inaugural event, a
football game was played in the local stadium and was followed by a local
television station. Fifteen minutes each half were not enough to declare a
winning team, despite a couple of occasions for our team. At the final whistle
declaring a nil nil draw, no penalty shoot-out was taken, to sanction the friendly
spirit of the initiative. After the game fatigue, both athletes and fans gathered for
a banquet at the Ristorante Piccolo Amore [the seat of the club] where the inauguration ceremony with the classic ribbon
cutting and the hand over of a beautiful plaque donated by the City of Verona with a particular dedication of thanks signed by
the mayor Flavio Tosi and the town councillor for sport Marco Giorlo, took place. A special thanks to the sponsor AGSM and to
the Hellas Verona Store, that provided the delegation all the necessary materials and assistance for the success of the
initiative; to coordinate the entire trip was Franco Cremasco, a working resident in Russia and founder of the club; the
veronese delegation was composed by Carla Riolfi; Compri Cesare with his son Mattia, Fabio Pimazzoni, Lucia Molinaroli, Martino Sitta, Roberta Bertuzzi, Ramanzini Antonella,
Colesbi Maria Sabina.
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